
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

By this window it’s possible to set up every single
parameter of the instrument, to save all the data in a
project file and eventually to export it over any other
instruments in the Modbus network (configuration copy).
The menu “Import” makes possible the configuration
parameters back-up of any instrument on Modbus
network.

MULTIPLE DISPLAY 

The Conf-CH software set and display all CH series instrument parameters. It is also
possible to acquire the data on files, to check it in graphical format, to make the analiysis
and to export in excel or text format for backup.
It is possible select the user interface language between: ITALIAN, ENGLISH, SPANISH and
FRENCH.

P A R A M E T R I C  C O N F I G U R A T I O N

By this diplay modality, it’s possible to see
all the mainly parameters of network
instruments (PV, SP, U%, alarm status..);
moreover, it’s also possible set these
parameters for any instrument or to set
the same parameters value for all network
instruments .

REGULATORS DISPLAY

CONF-CH SOFTWARE

On this windows it’s possible to set-up the number of
instruments over Modbus network, the acquisition
time and the way how to acquire the data.
During acquisition, ConfCH will create the files over
P.C.: these files could be showed by “Show backup”
functionality or using a standard application like Excel.
The multiple display can be showed in 3 different
modality here below.



This display modality allows to visualize in real
time the mainly process variables it is possible to
see the max. and min.peack for any line, to define
the colors and the scale.
By “Show backup” function, it’s possible to
esaminate at the graphics off-line .

;

anytime

The LOG function

;

creates a table in text
format with the mainly data (Date/time, SP,
PV, H%, alarms status, regulation state,
tuning state) such rows can be imported in a
calculation sheet as EXCEL , LOTUS etc...

This display modality is usefull when it’s
necessary to put under control many zones at the
same time (example on moulding plant). Every
bar represents graphically the Process Values;
the color helps the user to understand at a glance
which zones are near the Set point.
The graphical bar can assume 3 different colors:

when the process variable is lower to (Set
point - Histerysis), when the process
variable is between( Set point and Histerysis),

when the process variable is higher to (Set
point + Histerysis)
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LOG FUNCTION

GRAPHIC BAR

Monitor online

This window shows the mainly parameters in real time, of selected
instrument. It is possible to see the process variables, the active
set points, the % output, the regulation/alarms/tuning/digital
input/ramp status.

GRAPHIC LINES

* It is possible to download  freely CONF-CH software from the web site  www.srcsl.com  download section
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